GHELI Repository
Guided Overview of Resources Tab

Corresponding Video Overview link:
https://vimeo.com/447535094/219ccb58a5
Welcome to the Global Health Education and Learning Incubator Resource Repository!

GHELI Website
https://gheli.harvard.edu

Resources Page
https://repository.gheli.harvard.edu/repository
Hover over the 4 colored tabs for drop down menus to appear. Each tab represents a different mechanism to search.
RESOURCES LANDING PAGE: 4 SEARCH TABS

Blue **Topic** tab: Search by Health Conditions (includes Injuries), Determinants of Health and Responses

Gold **Sector** tab: Search by a perspective outside of health such as Business
**Red Where tab:**
Search by regions

**Purple Who tab:**
Search by specific subpopulations
In addition to those four search tabs you can type in your own search request in the upper right white SEARCH bar.
Hover over “Filter by Resource Type” bar to see resources you can filter for. General resources are organized on the left by type and Format. On the right side are Teaching Resources organized by Type, Learning Level, Teaching Topic and Learning Environment.
Resources are represented by tiles. Generally nine tiles will appear on your screen at once as shown here.

To view additional tiles, use the page indicator at the bottom and select page numbers or use the “first” “previous” “next” “last” buttons to scroll.
Hover over a resource tile with your mouse for the tile to expand and provide a quick way to scan the complete description without having to click into the full resource.

Terms at the bottom of the tile are color coded to correspond with the four colored resource types.
Clicking on a resource tile brings you to the resource page. Repository will also indicate related resources on the righthand side based on your search term.

Expanded description. Includes hyperlinks.

Option to download the citation or go to the direct source link.
Click on the blue plus sign in the upper righthand corner of a resource tile to add the resource to your SketchPad. The Plus sign will turn into a green check when a resource is selected. The number of resources you have selected will appear in the upper right corner of the page in the “OPEN SKETCHPAD” drop down tab.
Once you have added all the resources you want to your sketchpad, open to see the connections between them. You can drag the tiles wherever you want on the page, click into them to explore them further, **Make Connections** using Conditions, Determinants and Responses, **Make a Note** for yourself and **Export** your finished SketchPad as a word document.
Explore how the resources in your collection are related to each other using Conditions, Determinant and Responses. If you hover over the connecting line the relation will appear (see red circle below).
SKETCHPAD: MAKE A NOTE

Make notes by selecting “MAKE A NOTE” and typing directly into the pop-up box. Click save for it to be included at the top of your document export.
Export a word document with all of the resources by selecting “EXPORT TO WORD”. You can make a file name and export it locally to your computer (e.g. Desktop).

Export a word document with that set of curated resources. They are formatted to be cut and paste into a syllabus. They include a live URL at the top in blue and a live URL at the bottom which will take you to the original resource.
GHELI PRE-CURATED COLLECTIONS

GHELI has pre-curated a group of resource collections. Go to “Filter by Resource Type” and select one of the three blue categories under Teaching Resources:

- Resource Pack
- Teaching Pack
- Teaching Toolkit
In our curated collection, there is an anchor tile that describes the Resource Pack to you. You can click on “Access Additional Resources” in order to download a PDF with all of the resources in the pack.

You can also look at any individual resource tile we’ve included in the pack and make a subset on your own using the Sketchpad feature.
Questions or feedback on your experience with the GHELI Repository? We’d love to hear from you!

Email us at gheli@harvard.edu